
A zygote commences development by dividing into a small ball
of a few dozen identical cells called embryonic stem cells.
These cells start to take different developmental paths to become
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Germ line cells (cells that produce
the gametes) are set aside early
in the development process.

specialised cells such as nerve stem cells which means they can
no longer produce any other type of cell. Differentiation is cell
specialization that occurs at the end of a developmental pathway.
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An adult human is built from a single fertilized egg cell (the
zygote). About 50 cell divisions produce approximately 100
billion cells in an adult. During embryonic development, the
cells specialize to take on the roles of 230 different cell
types. Some cells stop dividing once the body has reached
a given size, while others keep on dividing for the rest of the
individual’s life. At certain stages in the sequence of cell
divisions, depending on the destined role of the cell, some of
the genes are switched on, while others are switched off.
Cells progress along developmental pathways by making a
series of developmental "decisions" that determines the fate
of different lines of cells.

Morula
A solid ball of cells in the early stage of
embryonic development. The morula
grows to form the blastula; a hollow ball
of about 1000 cells with a central cavity.

Zygote
The zygote (fertilized egg) has all the
information stored in the chromosomes
to make a complete new individual


